Design | Build | Protect

Strategies

Designing, Building and Protecting a plan requires an integrated approach across many life and financial areas. Key moments
across each phase can impact a client's long-term success — several of which present opportunities for professionals to work
together. This approach can enhance the client experience while potentially delivering better outcomes.
Collaboration Moments
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TRANSITION

DISTRIBUTION

LEGACY

Build a smart foundation
for the future

Preserve your wealth
while paying taxes

Fund and maintain
lifestyle

Plan for your heirs and
charitable causes
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Design | Build | Protect Pathways for Retirement Transitions is a broad framework used to guide conversations across the client’s professional team. Not all items are relevant or applicable to each situation depending on a client’s
personal objectives, residence, tax situation, marital status, etc. This framework is not intended to provide tax or legal advice. © 2020

ACCUMULATION
Saving and investing opportunities should start early to fund future objectives such as education.
Once a career begins, a coordinated approach to saving, investing, risk-management, and tax
optimization can set the foundation for a smooth transition into retirement.
Collaboration Moments

Align career path with values
and financial expectations

Build globally diversified
equity portfolio

Match ordinary income producing
assets with ordinary income tax account
structure

Capture market
returns

Lowers future dollar amount of RMDs

Optimize asset placement
and account structure for
future after-tax distributions

Draft wealth protection
documents as contingency
for premature death

Position equities for
tax loss harvesting

Postions equities for capital gains rate
and tax-free step up

Manage the financial
risk of spousal death

Manage tax bracket creep

Make a healthy lifestyle part
of your long-term strategy

Accelerate deductions

Save as much as possible in
tax-aware strategy across:

Defer income

tax-deferred
tax-free
taxable accounts

BACK TO OVERVIEW

Accumulate growth
in unrealized gains

Invest based on
academic research
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TRANSITION
Transitioning from the accumulation phase to generating a sustainable income is critical to
long-term client success. The objectives of this phase are to design a strategy that minimizes
tax liability over the long term — not just the current years.
Collaboration Moments

End deferred income: annuities,
government bond interest,
deferred compensation

Estimate
in-retirement
tax rate

Define your
wellness plan and
share with family

Estimate taxable
income

Optimize your
tax strategy for
life after work
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Begin phased career
plan transition

Review purpose of
life insurance

Develop tax rate
bracket strategy
Adopt a low
NIIT strategy

Project tax bracket
at 70 with no
tax-optimized planning

Realize income
before age 70

Project adjusted
gross income

Explore Roth
conversion strategies
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DISTRIBUTION
Optimizing income from all sources — including investments — in a tax efficient way
can increase the longevity of the plan. Smart rebalancing and distributions can
increase philanthropic impact while preparing for legacy objectives.
Collaboration Moments

Fund remaining lifestyle
spending with lowest tax
cost investments

Define cost of retirement
lifestyle (before tax)

Create and share
legacy
plan with family

Transfer wealth to
heirs with personal
parameters

Project taxable income and
convert investments into
cash where appropriate

Determine Social
Security strategy

Identify health
risk factors

Donate RMDs
to charity

Identify non-portfolio
1099 income sources
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Lower your equity risk

At 70 ½ fund
charitable goals
by QCD

Sell equities with
high basis in up
markets

Update Wealth
Protection
Documents

Focus on after-tax,
risk-adjusted
market returns

Assess your progress
toward personal definition
of non financial success

Sell fixed income
in down markets

Analyze financial
capacity
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LEGACY
As assets are transferred between spouses and ultimately heirs, the team can coordinate
income requirements, tax considerations, and other intentions. This phase’s goal is to
positively impact the client’s wealth on the lives of others — either heirs or charity.
Collaboration Moments

Leave assets to
surviving spouse

Create strategy for 10-year
Inherited IRA stretch

Fund surviving spouse
lifestyle with inherited assets

Tax rates of heirs vs.
owner
Consider holding
deferred structures to
fund end-of-life costs

Further align plan
with personal values

Equalize ownership of
equities while both
spouses are alive
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Trust beneficiary issues
Name charity as
beneficiary if desired

Avoid tax of liquidating
assets and distributing
to heirs

Transfer assets
in tax-efficient
manner

Provide family a
double step-up
in basis

Accumulate
unrealized gains for
tax-free step-up in
basis at first death

Ensure assets are
titled appropriately

Reduce equity risk
of surviving spouse
without income tax
Update wealth
protection
documents

Verify intentions and
gifting preferences
are being executed
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